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ABSTRACT

Since the first car appeared, the pollution on the roads became an issue, which is
still mainly unsolved. Too many people complain about traffic noise. Various
methods have been developed that aimed at minimizing the noise pollution and
improving the environment.
This thesis presents the problems posed by noise pollution, covers the background
of noise pollution and its effects on human health. Another important part of the
thesis covers the method of noise calculation which applies in specific Nordic
countries.
The main goal of the thesis is to present maps of noise levels on roads for region
Skåne in Sweden. Because the regulation and the limits for noise levels are different
for different countries, I could find various calculators for traffic noise. Australia,
England, USA have the noise level calculators open for public. Another
professional calculator, SoundPlan, is a program that can perform a very accurate
calculation for traffic noise but only for small areas. Because of this disadvantage,
the request for my thesis was to provide a program which can calculate traffic noise
level for wide areas. As a master student specialist in GIS (Geographic Information
System) it was natural to develop the traffic noise calculator with available GIS
tools.
The software system to calculate the traffic noise maps was implemented in
ArcMap 9.1, a GIS program which allows creation of tools, according to a
mathematical description of noise calculator. The mathematical description is based
on the Nordic Prediction method, a document which set up requirements for
prediction of road traffic noise. ArcMap 9.1 allows the development of extensions
in different programming languages. The tools implemented in this thesis are
written in Visual Basic. The thesis work implements several tools for calculating
noise levels, starting from the basic traffic noise level and introducing additional
noise corrections to perform more accurate noise calculation. The additional
corrections could be added because I had access to additional data regarding
buildings and population location. The available population data from Lund gave
me the opportunity to create a tool which performs population exposure to noise in
this region.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Noise pollution has always been a problem, but nowadays it has become a major
problem. Although there are several noise sources like industry, trains, planes and
cars, this thesis will focus on traffic noise.
First I will like to introduce readers to the history of noise prevention.
Complains regarding traffic noise is not a twentieth century phenomenon, even the
Romans issued a decree which banned the use of chariots on the streets of Rome at
night because of the unwanted noise of wheels on stone streets. British
Government was the first to introduce legislation to control the noise emitted by
motor vehicles in 1929. The decision if a vehicle was too noisy relied on a
policeman and a court judgment. UK was also the first country who installed traffic
noise barriers since 1960, even if USA started the research in late ‘50-s. (1)
To explain the purpose of this thesis one has to understand the problems that
noise posses. According to World Health Organization the most important
repercussions regarding extensive noise are: hearing loss, physiological effects,
work-related stress and increased risk of accidents.(2)
Many Europeans consider environmental noise, caused by traffic, industrial and
recreational activities as their main local environmental problem especially in urban
areas. It has been estimated that around 20 percent of inhabitants in Western Europe
suffer from noise levels that scientists and health experts consider to be
unacceptable, where most people become annoyed, sleep is seriously disturbed and
even adverse effects on the cardiovascular and psycho physiological systems are to
be feared. The increasing number of complaints from the public about noise is
evidence of the growing concern of citizens. For example the 1995 Eurobarometer
environment survey showed that noise was the fifth most important area of
complaint about the local environment (after traffic, air pollution, landscape and
waste) but was the only issue about which the public's complaints had increased
since 1992. The same survey showed a significant rise in the public's willingness to
take action to reduce noise. A number of recent publications on the problem, such
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as those by WHO, EEA, and the Nordic Council show that now a greater attention
is being paid to the noise issues at international level. (3)

1.1 Thesis objective
The car and truck manufacturers improved their products continuously with regard
to safety and air pollution because of targeted laws. However, when it comes to
noise pollution the problem is mostly handled by roads administration and city
planning.
This thesis presents the problems areas posed by noise pollution via a thorough
study of Skåne region (county and administrative region) in the southern part
Sweden and the town of Lund.
The thesis starts with a background cover of noise pollution and its affect on
human health. The main part of the thesis covers the method of noise prediction and
several methods I applied to construct full or partial noise maps for Skåne region.
The noise maps are also analyzed and discussed and the existing problems are
explained.
This thesis strives to contribute robust and accurate tools for calculating noise
levels in different situations. The implementation of the tools is backed up by a
thorough study of Skåne region in south of Sweden. The tools can calculate noise
levels on roads, buildings, population‘s position, building facades and
programmatic observer points on 2D or 3D scale.
The thesis contains:
Nordic Prediction Method from 1996 which was used to implement the
tools.
The tools for calculation of noise levels for entire regions or small detailed
areas.
The population exposure to noise for Lund municipality.

1.2 Background and Related Work
1.2.1

Noise

If somebody will try to find the definition of noise, one can found noise in different
categories like: audio, electronics, vibration, and quantization, thermal or
electromagnetic noise. Because of this I am inclined to present definition of noise as
it appears in the dictionary. Marriam-Webster describes the noise as ―any sound
that is undesired or interferes with one's hearing‖. Simply put: unwanted sound.
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Noise intensity (‗loudness‘) is measured in decibels (dB). The decibel scale is
logarithmic, so, a three-decibel increase in the sound level already represents a
doubling of the noise intensity. For example the difference between normal
conversation (65 dB) and someone shouting (80 dB) is only 15 dB but the shouting
is 30 times as intensive. To take into account the fact that the human ear has
different sensitivities to different frequencies, the strength or intensity of noise is
usually measured in A-weighted decibels (dB(A)). It is not just the intensity that
determines whether noise is hazardous. The duration of exposure is also very
important.
Since the range of intensities which the human ear can detect is so large, the
scale which is frequently used to measure intensity is a scale based on multiples of
10. The threshold of hearing (faintest sound which the human ear can detect) is
assigned a sound level of 0 decibels; this sound corresponds to an intensity of 1*1012 W/m2. A sound which is 10 times more intense (1*10-11 W/m2) is assigned a
sound level of 10 dB. A sound which is 10*10 or 100 times more intense (1*10-10
W/m2) is assigned a sound level of 20 db. Observe that this scale is based on
powers or multiples of 10. If one sound is 10x times more intense than another
sound, then it has a sound level which is 10*x more decibels than the less intense
sound. The table below lists some common sounds with an estimate of their
intensity and decibel level.
Source
Treshold of Hearing (THO)

Intensity
Level
0 dB

Rustling Leaves

10 dB

Whisper

20 dB

Normal conversation

60 dB

Busy Street Traffic

70 dB

Vacuum Cleaner

80 dB

Large Orchestra

98 dB

Walkman at Maximum Level

100 dB

Front Rows of Rock Concert

110 dB

Threshold of Pain

130 dB

Military Jet Takeoff

140 dB

Instant perforation of Eardrum

160 dB

Figure 1. Example for dB scale (4)
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Noise can be defined as unwanted sound which is undesirable or disturbing. Sound
is defined as any pressure variation that the human ear can detect. The people's
reactions to sound can vary, sound from roads is perceived differently, even if the
sound level is the same, depends on every person perception. Just to exemplify the
importance of knowing the intensity of noise, next I will present the possible
problems: concentration difficulties and reduced learning ability, problems with
insomnia, stress, discomfort, difficulties in hearing what others say and in listening
to the radio/TV and telephone calls, reduced attention through noise, hearing
impairments, etc.(5)
Because all this problems that noise causes, many country introduced noise
limits in their legislations. Just to exemplify, the increasing importance and
attention which governments start to apply to traffic noise, the next table presents
the evolution of noise levels enforced by European Commission concern over the
years.
Table 1. European Commission noise emission limits for motor vehicles (4)

Vehicle
category
Passenger Car
Urban Bus
Heavy Lorry

1972

1982

1988/1990

1995/1996

82 dB(A)
89 dB(A)
91 dB(A)

80 dB(A)
82 dB(A)
88 dB(A)

77 dB(A)
80 dB(A)
84 dB(A)

74 dB(A)
78 dB(A)
80 dB(A)

Few decades ago, the acoustic calculation was applied for calculation of noise
levels emitted by the machines within the work environments. Nowadays we
calculate the noise levels emitted by traffic noise, industry and aviation.
The continuous growing of road noise facilitated the appearance of a new noise
field that must be monitored. In our society, big governing unions like EU
government start to get involved in such problems like noise because it medically
affects the life to a big number of citizens. (6) The first step to be taken in solving
the problem it is to visualize it, to analyze it to understand it better. One of the best
ways of handling traffic noise is to provide noise maps for all major EU cities,
which was already undertaken by EU. For example there are online noise maps for
London, present at http://www.noisemapping.org/ :
This thesis addresses the road traffic noise. The process of calculation of road
traffic noise was implemented as an extension of the GIS application ArcGIS
Desktop 9.2. The necessary data for noise level calculation was provided by Lund
University. The area of interest used as a case study in this thesis was Skåne region
in southern Sweden.
Until now, simplistic noise studies for Sweden region were calculated without
taking into account screen corrections, ground type, etc. (Linköping County)
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Figure 2. London Noise Map courtesy of http://noisemapping.org

In this thesis we introduce all the possible corrections for noise calculation
according to Nordic Prediction Method and the provided computer data.
Communities are adapting measures and methods for noise abatement. Noise
control measures (construct noise screens separately from a project where the road
is built or upgraded) are expensive. Decision-makers need accurate information in
order to make right decisions, priority orders or budgeting.
In these objectives, accurate and precise noise maps require to be constructed.
One supporting tool to calculate and present noise maps could be ArcMap.

1.2.2

Noise as a worldwide problem

In the last years the numbers of car increase exponentially all over the world.
Together with this increase more problems occur, not just increase numbers of
accidents or exhaust pollution problems appear in experts focus. Noise is a major
environmental health problem. (7) For years and years, with every new car model,
we can see improvements in safety or exhaust pollution. In contrast to many other
environmental problems noise pollution is still growing, and it is the only
environmental impact for which the public‘s complaints have increased in the last
years.
Traffic noise is an important environmental health problem affecting the health
and wellbeing of the people exposed. Research on traffic noise being undertaken
today shows that such noise can also lead to serious health problems.
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According to research made in Sweden, it is estimated that around 2 million people
are exposed to noise levels from air, road and railway traffic in excess. A big part,
1.6 million are disturbed by road traffic noise. Almost one million people (22 per
cent) are troubled by noise in their homes. (6)
Because the increase in noise, society tries generate efforts for a sustainable
livelihood. A comparison of people living in housing of different ages shows that
those living in more modern housing report noise problems more frequently than
those living in older dwellings.
Most alarming, the noise from air condition, fans in home it is not the only
concern for children and young people, they are exposed to high levels of noise to
an extent possibly not seen previously. Researchers show that noise can have
serious health, effects for learning and task-motivation effects in children and adults
exposed to constant noise. (8)
In conclusion, noise pollution can be linked to annoyance, disturbance of daily
activities, sleep disturbance and general health. Medical explanation and complains
provide a high motive to our society to accord to noise as much attention such to
other pollutions. To establish a healthy environment one goal is to reduce noise and
implement measures to reduce noise.

1.2.3

The Effects of Noise on Human Efficiency

It has been documented in both laboratory subjects and in workers exposed to
occupational noise, that noise adversely affects cognitive task performance. In
children, too, environmental noise impairs a number of cognitive and motivational
parameters (9). In the short term, noise induced arousal, may produce better
performance of simple tasks, but cognitive performance deteriorates substantially
for more complex tasks (i.e. tasks that require sustained attention to details or to
multiple cues; or tasks that demand a large capacity of working memory, such as
complex analytical processes). Some of the effects are related to loss in auditory
comprehension and language acquisition, but others are not (10). Among the
cognitive effects, reading, attention, problem solving and memory are most strongly
affected by noise. The observed effects on motivation, as measured by persistence
with a difficult cognitive task, may either be independent or secondary to the
aforementioned cognitive impairments.
For aircraft noise, the most important effects are interference with rest,
recreation and watching television. This is in contrast to road traffic noise, where
sleep disturbance is the predominant effect.
The primary sleep disturbance effects are: difficulty in falling asleep (increased
sleep latency time); awakenings; and alterations of sleep stages or depth, especially
a reduction in the proportion of REM-sleep (REM = rapid eye movement). Other
primary physiological effects can also be induced by noise during sleep, including
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increased blood pressure; increased heart rate; increased finger pulse amplitude;
vasoconstriction; changes in respiration; cardiac arrhythmia; and an increase in
body movements.
Exposure to night-time noise also induces secondary effects, or so-called after
effects. These are effects that can be measured the day following the night-time
exposure, while the individual is awake. The secondary effects include reduced
perceived sleep quality; increased fatigue; depressed mood or well-being; and
decreased performance (11).

1.3 Noise sources
The most important noises sources of noise are road traffic, aircraft, railways and
industries, noise in the community from industrial and construction site and noise at
home. Road traffic is by far the largest of these, and accounts for about 78 per cent
of noise annoyance. (12)
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the different noise sources to which the
general public is exposed. As other studies have already shown traffic is definitely
the major noise pollution source.
The power/weight ratio of road vehicles has been continually increased to permit
higher payloads, greater acceleration, and higher cruising speeds, resulting in more
powerful engines which are usually more noisy than lower-power ones.

Figure 3. Different noise sources (13)
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When discussing about reducing noise we must begin to conduct a risk assessment.
This may involve carrying out noise measurements. The first impulse can be to
eliminate the source of noise where possible, in sensitive areas such as hospital
areas, kindergarten/school. In these areas the exposure to noise is more dangerous.
Reducing people exposure by restriction of access of vehicles in these specific areas
is an inexpensive measure.
The next steps based on the risk assessment could be:
To control noise as at source.
Inform, consult, and train people about the risks faced, and how to use noise
protection;
Monitor the risks and review preventive measures – this may include health
surveillance. (European agency for safety and health at work)
Because noise is insidious not catastrophic, the lower priority accorded by
community to noise has in part been due to the fact that noise is very much a local
problem. All over the world we have different noise limits because of the varying
perceptions and acceptability of the problem. On the other hand, the sources of
many of the causes of environmental noise are not of local origin.
However the general consensus on the level of unacceptable noise to which the
public should not be exposed in order to protect health and quality of life is
unanimous.

Figure 4. Stakeholders in traffic noise prevention
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1.4 Stakeholders
Annoyance from the road traffic noise and disturbance of daily activities increases
with road noise exposure. Several authorities are responsible with the prevention of
noise from the road transport system, including the Road Administration and
Planner (e.g. Vägverket in Sweden), researchers and the county administrations, as
show in Figure 2. They all together, in a commune effort can develop methods and
apply real measures within a noise prevention policy.
The development of traffic noise policy involves a wide range of participants
representing a diverse group of interests (see Figure 4).
In the following we present each stakeholder and detail its specific contribution
to traffic noise policy.

1.4.1

Medical stakeholder

Noise is a major and growing form of pollution. It can interfere with
communication, increase stress and annoyance, cause anger at the intrusion of
privacy, and disturb sleep, leading to lack of concentration, irritability, and reduced
efficiency. It can contribute to stress-related health problems such as high blood
pressure. Exposure to high noise levels for long time can cause deafness or partial
hearing loss.(14)
To understand the importance of noise prevention, first, we need to understand the
effects, which I describe in the following.
1.4.1.1

Hearing damage

Noise interferes with some human activities and if sufficiently intense (above 140
db) can permanently damage the ear. Lower-level continuous intense noises about
90 to 110 dB(A) can cause temporary hearing loss, from which a person recovers
after a period of rest in a quiet environment. The amount of hearing loss depends
upon frequency and sound pressure level of noise, bandwidth of noise, duration of
exposure each day, and number of years of exposures. It is estimated that the
number of people in Europe with hearing difficulties is more than the population of
France. (10)
1.4.1.2

Physiological effects

There is evidence that exposure to noise has an effect on the cardiovascular system
resulting in the release of catecholamine and an increase in blood pressure. Levels
of catecholamine in blood (including epinephrine (adrenaline)) are associated with
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stress. (15) According to the results of this study a positive association between
exposure to road traffic noise and prevalence of hypertension in men is likely.
1.4.1.3

Annoyance

The louder the noise, the more annoying it tends to be. With continuing exposure to
a noise, adaptation occurs as long as the noise is accepted as a part of the
environment. Because of adaptation and the difficulty of separating noise
annoyance from the effects of other environmental factors, it has not been possible
to determine an acceptable annoyance criterion for noise.(7)
1.4.1.4

Sleep interference

To awaken a person is desired just a sufficiently intense noise will; less intense
noise usually arouses a person from deep sleep to more shallow sleep. However
people tend to adapt to noise during sleep, because of this it making difficult to
specify a noise criterion for sleep interference. (16)
1.4.1.5

Work performance

Studies to find the effects (if any) of noise on work productivity, efficiency,
concentration, incidents of errors and accidents, and so forth, have been
inconclusive. Some researchers state that after a period of adaptation noise has little
or no effect on work performance, provided it is not sufficiently intense to interfere
with speech communication, while others claim that noise can be a stressor, even at
quite low levels. (17)
1.4.1.6

Community reaction

The effect of noise on whole communities rather than individuals or relatively small
groups can have repercussion as change in form of community live. A high fraction
of citizens are exposed to high levels of road traffic noise in and around their
homes. Population start to migrate out of cities, people prefer to live in a quiet and
safety environment. However, traffic noise start also to affect property values and
community atmosphere (people personal comfort regarding noise). (18)

1.4.2

Governments

Noise as an unwanted by-product of an industrialized society affects not only the
operators of machines and vehicles, but also other occupants of buildings in which
machines are installed, passengers of vehicles, and most importantly the
communities in which machines, factories, and vehicles are operated.
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Cities and other built-up areas must provide a good, healthy living environment and
contribute to a good regional and global environment.
In order to develop a noise prevention policy, the major objectives are the
harmonization of measurement and prediction methods, developing a better
information exchange and publication system, a common environmental assessment
framework, and convincing the members to take the necessary action in order to
meet minimum noise targets.
Because noise control shows to be today an essential part of life, governments or
association as European Union‘s introduce, for example, since 1996 environmental
legislation. Problematical and complexity of environmental noise led specialists to
an increase in research into areas of environmental noise.
According to new EU Directive on environmental noise, surveys must be made
of noise from roads, railways, airports and in large cities in all EU countries. The
proposal it is to drawn up strategic noise maps and action plans, where the public
must be involved (questioner). The proposal it is to map for the first time in 20072008, and afterwards every five years. (5)
In European Community countries, the most member states have adopted
legislation or recommendations limits in noise sensitive areas according to
guidelines values reveal in INRETS 1994. Additional to this, the Fifth
Environmental Action Programme established a number of broad targets on which
to base action up to the year 2010:
Average exposure in night-time above 65dB
To ensure that at no point in time a level of 85 dB should be not exceeded
Exposure in quiet areas should not increase beyond 55dB (19)
The table below show limits for traffic noise according to legislation from different
countries.
Country
Australia
Austria
Canada
Denmark
France
Germany
Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK

Index
L10, 18h
LAeq
LAeq
LAeq, 24h
LAeq
Lr
LAeq
LAeq
LAeq, 24h
Lr
LAeq

Day limit
50
50-55
50
55
60-65
50-55
50
50
55
55
55

Rest limit

45

Night limit
55
40-45
50
55-57
40-45
40
50
45
42

Figure 5. Limits for traffic noise in different countries (20)
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The growing concern of the general public about the adverse effects of noise in the
environment has led governments to create the legislative framework that has
motivated the responsible authorities to mitigate noise in urban, semirural and even
rural localities.

1.4.3

Road traffic planners

To reduce noise from traffic, one efficient tool will be traffic planning. One
inexpensive method to reduce the level of noise in cities may be reduction of speed
limits. Specific for noise in urban areas, in order to keep traffic out of residential
areas methods like introducing by-passes and traffic calming measures can be a
prolific noise reduction. Also, providing and promoting for a good health a good
and safety cycling roads, it could be other measure of calming for traffic noise.
Normal, noise it is calculate for existing roads, nut noise can be also predicted
for future roads, new design roads.
Regarding new roads, roads traffic planners should think not just about
environment or pollution, but also about noise, distance from existing buildings, or
landscape between roads and buildings, are some important issues.
However, for old roads, measures as sound barriers, traffic speed limits, or
construction for calming traffic can be others issues when roads traffic planners can
be combined for a better society environmental sound protected. (21)
In the long term, road traffic planning is one of the most efficient ways of
reducing noise as it can be used to prevent new problems occurring. In particular
noise abatement planning can include: restricting the use of land that is already
subject to high levels of noise, restricting of new noise generators such as traffic
routes in order to protect existing developments and encouraging noise generating
activities to cluster together in order to preserve other low noise areas.

1.4.4

Legislation

Road traffic noise is currently described in dBA for equivalent and maximum sound
levels. Guideline values have been set for indoor and outdoor living areas. For
outdoor environments in residential areas the guideline value is 55 dBA, equivalent
sound level over 24 hours. For open-air spaces identified in municipal
comprehensive plans, the proposal is for a guideline value of 40 dBA.(18)
However, in 1996 EU health department was publishing a ―Green Paper‖ which
addressed the need for a European noise abatement policy.
The Green Paper reviews the exposure to daytime noise levels of more than 65
dB LAeq.
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According to this report, people who live in ‗black areas‘ are exposed to traffic
noise at such a level that it has a significant adverse effect on health. The Green
Paper defined ‗grey areas‘ as being areas with daytime noise levels of 55– 65 dB
LAeq. The paper also notes that, although the number of people in black areas has
been reduced, the number of people in grey areas has continued to rise. It was
suggested that the EU adopts the following targets for the reduction of
environmental noise exposure:
phasing out of exposure above 65 dB LAeq (black areas);
reducing the proportion of the population exposed to 55– 65 dB LAeq (grey
areas);
noise levels in existing quiet areas should not rise above 55 dB LAeq;
exposure to more than 85 dB LAeq should never be allowed.
Specific environment

Critical health effect(s)

LAeq
(dB)

Time
base (h)

Outdoor living area

Serious annoyance, daytime and
evening

55

16

Dwelling indoors

Speech intelligibility and moderate
annoyance, daytime and evening

35

16

Sleep disturbance, nigh-time

30

8

45

Outside bedrooms

Sleep disturbance, window open
(outdoor values)

45

8

60

School class rooms
and pre-schools,
indoors

Speech intelligibility, disturbance of
information extraction, message
communication

35

During
class

School playground
outdoor

Annoyance (external source)

55

During
play

Sleep disturbance (24h)

30

24

40

Hospitals, treatment
rooms, indoors

Interference with rest and recovery

As low
as
possible

Industrial, shopping
and traffic areas,
indoors and outdoors

Hearing impairment

70

24

110

Ceremonies,
entertainment events

Hearing impairment

100

4

110

Music through
headphones

Hearing impairment

85

1

110

Inside bedrooms

Hospital, ward rooms,
indoors

Impulse sounds from
toy, fireworks and
firearms
Outdoors in parkland
and conversation areas

Hearing impairment (adults/children)

Disruption of tranquility

LAmax (dB)

140/120

As low
as
possible

Figure 6. Guidelines value for community noise in specific environments (23)
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The European Commission believes that noise exposure mapping should be carried
out, either by survey or prediction, to identify both areas and populations exposed
to excessive noise and the quiet areas to be preserved.
Presented above are just the European health department guideline proposal
values, however regarding noise emission level each country has its own
regulations. The main goal is to be transposed into the national legislation of all
Member States before 2010. (3)
One other type of guideline values for traffic noise is provided by World Health
Organization (WHO) who is organized according to specific environments.
―When multiple adverse health effects are identified for a given environment,
the guideline values are set at the level of the lowest adverse health effect (the
critical health effect).‖ WHO also combines the noise environment in terms of noise
measures with exposure time (day/ night), for indoors or outdoors environments or
for different vulnerable groups. (22)
Also, according to European Commission for Environment in the context of the
fighting with noise emission, the vehicle taxation, whether more differentiation in
existing annual vehicle and fuel taxes (to take account of noise costs) could be an
effective instrument.

1.4.5

Road administration

The nature of road traffic noise is extremely variable. It depends in the first place
on the number of vehicles going past, on the fact that the vehicles may have widely
differing noise characteristics and on how the vehicles are being driven. Road
constructions themselves may cause specific noise, for example passing manhole
covers, street bumps, etc. The distance from the road is an important factor and it
will also affect noise nature. Also, the type of road cover (different type of asphalt,
concrete) it is an important issue where road administration, as a stakeholder can
provide an important noise reduction to environment.(24).

1.5 Noise Reduction
Many Europeans are exposed to unacceptable noise levels. In the same way that as
regulation of air pollution emission has led to improved air quality, experts expect
that by combining different measures a noise reduction will be achieved.
For an accurate overview on noise reduction, we should first know what are the
major sources contribute to increasing noise. Some of sources, as different parts of
vehicle and other external sources are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Major Sources of traffic noise

For a correct assessment of the noise produced by road vehicles, it is necessary to
know every detail about the noise source. The main difficulty in the prediction of
road traffic noise levels is the great variation in source conditions. First of all, the
road vehicle type may vary from scooters and mopeds to various types of passenger
cars to various types of trucks. Secondly, the characteristics of the road surface are
of great influence on the tire/road noise production. The car characteristics are one
of the most important and hard to measure noise such as engine noise, exhaust, and
gearboxes noise. Finally, the noise production of a single vehicle on a specific road
surface is dependent on driving behavior and meteorological conditions.(25)
All noise sources operate simultaneously to produce the total noise emitted by a
vehicle. Much research and development effort has been spent on understanding
how these sources behave and the outcome of these efforts is seen in the gradual
reduction of vehicle noise outputs with each model year, particularly in the case of
passenger cars.

Figure 8. Noise sources in cars

A noise source model for road vehicles has been developed in many projects and
can be defined by the propulsion and rolling noise of a vehicle as a function of its
speed and acceleration. The model assumes a reference situation for each general
vehicle type and includes a number of correction parameters for each condition that
is of influence on the vehicle noise. (26)
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properties of the vehicle fleet:
o vehicle age / state of maintenance
o vehicle weight / Power-to-Mass ratio
o engine type
o engine displacement volume
o % of replacement exhaust
tire properties
o use of winter tires
o use of studded tires
o tire width (possibly related to vehicle weight) (27)
Corrections factors aim to predict the noise level of each vehicle class under many
different circumstances, representative for the "average European vehicle". But the
"average" vehicle in one country may be different than that of the neighboring
country. In the Nordic countries, for instance, there is a significant period of the
year when winter tires or studded tires are used for passenger cars, while this is not
the case in the Mediterranean area.
Two methods can be assessed for environmental noise levels: by measurement
or by calculation. While a measured level (i.e. with some measurement devices) can
be likely more credible to the public than a calculated level (i.e. made by computer
programs) the preferred method is very often the calculation. These values
(calculation) are not the absolute maximum but high typical values; actual noise
levels for motor vehicles, for example, are modified by the condition of the vehicle,
condition of the pavement, manner of driving, tires, and surroundings. For vehicles
noise location of the point of measurement affects the measured noise-level values.
Different possible noise reduction methods are cheap to implement, like for
example:
Noise reduction due to speed reductions
Low noise road surface
Reducing noise from vehicle
Reducing noise from tires
An important tool to change traffic dynamics (as a consequence to change traffic
noise dynamics) is traffic flow management such as the impact of traffic light
timing, road bumps and roundabouts.
The use of speed reductions will have an instant effect on both air quality and
noise reduction. This measure can be implemented in ring roads in city areas.
According to ―Nordic prediction method‖, for 20000 light vehicles, a reduction
from 50km/h to 30km/h in speed gives a difference from 73.5- 71= 2.5 db
reduction. [page. 9]
Use of road surface that produces low noise has a greatest potential effect on
noise. Increased research on noise reduction show then different types of porous
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surface, such as low noise dense surface types, can be implementing as todaymeasure with full impact on arterial-roads near urban areas and on roads with speed
level above 50km/h. (28)
The potential for further noise reduction from engines is not likely to be tapped
into just yet as it seems that customers are unwilling to pay for less noisy vehicles.
When developing noise reduction from tires, the effect depends on different
factors:
Tire width
Hardness of tire
Tread patterns
Groove depth
Road surface
According to Astrid Amundsen until 2011 the EU tire directive and tires industry
will fulfill the requirements and will reach the lowest level of noise at 4-5 dB.
For example, in Germany it is prohibited to drive with studded tires since 2000,
comparing with Sweden, where the legislation allowed driving from November
until May with these types of tires.

Figure 9. Potential of traffic noise reduction (3)

According to the research made in cooperation between Nordic countries regarding
potential reduction of traffic noise there are several possibilities when targeting
noise reduction as shown in Figure 9.
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One of potential traffic noise reduction, according to some research (29) around
1dB per year in urban areas, can be approach by dependent on the complete
replacement of the vehicle park. Such a reduction will take 10-15 years but the
growth of vehicles numbers over this time may therefore partly offset this
reduction. This approach will not provide reduction in rural areas because of the
high speed limit and additional cost of vehicle is estimated to grow with 3% for
cars, 2% for buses and 4% for lorries.

1.5.1

New Road Construction Materials

Special road surfaces, shown form an international experience, may reduce traffic
noise especially given the significance of tire/road interaction amongst the sources
of vehicle noise. Several types are available. (30)
Chip seal (a thin pavement comprising a layer of bitumen onto which
crushed rock has been placed and rolled).
Portland cement concrete (is a reinforced cement concrete pavement that
has various surface textures).
Asphaltic concrete (is comprised of crushed rock in a bituminous binder, are
commonly applied mostly in arterial roads and residential streets).
Dense graded types (is a smooth, uniform pavements that vary in depth).
Open graded types (have incorporate an upper, porous layer that provides a
water drainage path). This pavement is known to produce low noise levels.
Other efficiently method noise reduction it to make use of on the roads high-drain
asphalt, but maintenance of this type of paving is expensive. Thin-layer pavement
solution does not reduce noise quite as much, but, it is a little more expensive than
conventional paving, and is equally durable.
A study from 1999 regarding testing different road surfaces, presenting the
helpful of drain asphalt was tested on one important artery of Copenhagen, where
the speed limit is 50 km/h, and the average number of cars per day is approx. 7,000,
of which almost 10 per cent are busses or trucks. The reduction of noise level with
this new asphalt was 4-6 dB when it was new, and by 4 dB after one year,
compared to conventional asphalt pavement.(31)
Research Laboratories all over the world have active research on road design
and construction techniques which may form the basis of future standards standard
for porous asphalt which will include noise criterion. (3)

Chapter 2

Road Traffic Noise Prediction Method

The work in this thesis is based on the Nordic Prediction Method published by the
Nordic Council of Ministers. (26) Below I will introduce the reader to the main
features of the noise prediction. Noise calculation regards different steps and
correction, which I will present on the following. In this thesis I use noise
prediction methods form 1996 what cover the main calculation of noise. Additional
correction like temperature and wind are presented in Advance Noise Prediction
edited in 2000, which are not introduced in present thesis.

2.1 The Nordic Prediction Method
The Nordic prediction method can be used to design computer programs for
calculation of noise.
One of the most important introductory information found in Nordic prediction
is the fact that the calculation can be performed only up to 300m from the road.
They assume that after this distance, a normal traffic noise is not disturbing
anymore.

2.1.1

Assumptions

The method is valid when the following conditions are met:
up to 300m along the normal to the road
in neutral or moderate (0-3 m/s) downwind or (moderate) temperature
gradients
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2.1.2

Required Data

The noise prediction model calculates LAeq (level of noise) in decibels (dB). The
LAeq is calculated over a period of time (normally 24 hours). The following input
parameters are required for the calculation:
1. traffic flow for light and heavy vehicles
2. real speed
3. distance to road centre line (from the receiver point)
4. height of road surface relative to the surrounding ground
5. position and height of barriers
6. thickness of barriers
7. location of the receiver relative to the surrounding ground surface, road
surface or barriers
8. location of the receiver relative to reflecting vertical surfaces
9. type of ground i.e. soft and hard

2.1.3

Calculation steps

According to the Nordic Prediction Method the LAeq is calculated in several steps
for each road or section of the road.
LAeq = L1 + ΔL2 + ΔL3 + ΔL4 + ΔL5

After LAeq for each section of the road is calculated, they are integrated to calculate
the entire contribution.
n

LAeq

10lg(

10

LAeqi /10

)

i 1

Below I will present the description of coefficient L1 to L5.

2.1.4

Step 1 – Basic Noise Level, L1

The basic noise level is a function of speed v and the number of light N(light)
and heavy N(heavy) vehicles. The basic noise level is calculated at 10m from the
center line of the road, for a specified period of time T, typically for 24h (86400
seconds) according to the following equations.
First, the basic noise level for light vehicles is calculated. A case on the speed is
applied.
LAE,10m(light)=71.1 db(A) for 30≤v<40km/h
LAE,10m(light)= 73.5+ 25lg(v/50) for v≥40 km/h
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LAeq,10m(light)= LAE,10m(light)+10lg(

N (light )
N (light )
)=71.1+10lg(
)
T
T

Second, the basic noise level for heavy vehicles is calculated. A case on the speed is
applied.
LAE,10m(heavy)= 80.5+ 30lg(v/50) for 50 ≥v≤90 km/h
LAE,10m(heavy)=80.5 db(A) for 30≤v<40km/h
LAeq,10m(heavy)= LAE,10m(heavy)+10lg(

N (heavy)
N (heavy)
)=80,5+10lg(
)
T
T

At the end, the calculated basic noise levels are contributing to the final basic noise
level:
LAeq,10m(mixed)= L1=10lg(10

2.1.5

LAeq (light) / 10

+10

LAeq (heavy ) / 10

)

Step 2 – Distance Correction, ΔL2

Distance correction represents the fading of the noise with respect to distance. The
distance correction it is calculated using the following equation.



2

10lg

a 2 (hm hb 0.5)2
10

where:
a - distance along the normal to the road (distance from the receiver
perpendicular to road )
hb- height of the road (0.5m)
hm- height of the receiver
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Figure 10. Determination of distance calculation

One can notice that if the calculations are performed at a distance less than 10m
from the center line of the road, this correction is actually positive, up to 10dB(A).
Also, because of the missing data like high of the highway, or some bridges, or
road platform my assumption regarding height of the road was 0.5m.

2.1.6

Step 3 – Ground and barrier correction, ΔL3

Screen and screen ground correction
With screens present, like buildings in our case, the calculations become more
complicated. The calculation is carried out in two steps, first I calculate the effect of
screening (very sensitive to the height) and after I introduce the influence of the
ground. Figure below will clarify the parameter involved in screen correction.

Figure 11. Screen on flat ground
ΔLMS= ΔLs+ ΔLm
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he

(hv hm )d1 (hv hb 0.5)d 2
(d1 d 2 ) 2 (hm hb 0.5) 2

x 1.1he

d 2 d1
d1 d 2

ΔLs= -25 x≥2.4

Ls

5 10lg(1 x 17 x 2 ) 0≤x≤2.4

Ls

5 10lg(1 x 17 x 2 ) -0.33≤x≤0

ΔLs=0

x<-0.33

Z=1 ΔLs≤-18

Ls 5
13

z

-18≤ ΔLs ≤-5

z=0 -5< ΔLs

For Soft ground
The type of ground can be classified as soft (grass), normal soil, and hard (different
type of concrete, walkways, pavement stone). As one can see in the equations
below, the coefficient σ which helps to calculate the ground correction is calculated
as a function of all coefficients involved in screen correction: distance to the road,
road height and height of the receiver. The position of the road surface and the
sound sources relative to the surrounding ground is very important.
2

Lm

5(1 z ) lg(
1 0.01

Lm

4 z lg( ) 0.3<σ<1

Lm

2 z 4 z lg(

ΔLm=0

σ≤0.1

d '2
10hm

0.3

)

2

) σ≥1

0.1<σ<0.3
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d '2

d2 10

0.3hv

For Hard ground

2z 3z lg( ) 0.2≤σ≤10

Lm
ΔLm=5z

σ>10

ΔLm=0

σ<0.2

where

d2
, hm≥2, if hm<2 then put hm=0
10hm
2.1.7

Step 4 – Other corrections, ΔL4

Angle of view correction
Each angle of view as viewed from the receiver (see figure bellow), contribute
equally much to the overall sound pressure level.

L

10 lg(

180

)

Figure 12. Influence of angle of view
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Thick screen correction
If the screen is thick, the attenuation it is higher than the one of the thin screen. The
correction it is not required until it is exceeds 1,5m. The principle to calculate this
correction, is to first calculate the thin screen correction and after to construct the
equivalent thick screen representing the shaped obstacle, in our case, the houses.
To have a better understanding of calculation, Figure 13 introduces the
explanation of the coefficients.

Figure 13. Thick screen correction

hv hb 0.5
)
d1

Vs

arctan(

Vm

arctan(

hv hm
)
d d1 e

3.5 Vs Vm

u

k

90o Vs

m

90o Vm

100 Vs 2 Vm 2 1.6 Vs Vm 7(Vs Vm )
18

k 11 10(6

Lts

u) / 6

k lg 2.2(e 0.05)

if ΔLts>0 then put ΔLts=0
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2.1.8

Step 5 – Façade corrections, ΔL5

This correction is not applied as we would need information about building
construction materials, which we do not have.

2.1.9

Ignored corrections

In this thesis we ignored some of the corrections from the Nordic Prediction
Method due to missing data or too heavy calculation requirements:
Correction due to vegetation
 According to Nordic Prediction method this correction it is not
mandatory
 for a dense bush vegetation, with at list 5m depth, noise reduction is
2dB
Correction due to road gradient ΔLst
 For a proportion of heavy vehicle of 20%, for a road gradient of 25%o,
noise reduction it is 1,6dB
Correction due to single reflection from a vertical surface, ΔLv
 Very complicated calculation as in Figure 14
 Increase of 3dB if reflecting surface is large relative to the distance
between the receiver and the surface
Correction due to multiple reflection in street environments, ΔLmg
 According to Nordic prediction method experience it is only necessary
to include one reflection
Correction due to multiple reflection in side streets, ΔLms
 Decrease 3dB correction it is use
Correction due to multiple reflections in enclosed court yards, ΔLg
 Calculation it is complicated because of the strong screening and the
difficult condition of reflection
 For 9m height, noise decrease with 15dB
Correction due to screening and scattering among detached houses, ΔLb
 Referred to family houses with an average ground area around 100 m2
covering 10-20%of the land area
 The correction at about 200m from the road noise is 3dB
Correction due to façade sound insulation, ΔLF
 It is calculated according to room wall area of the façade and the
equivalent sound absorption area of the room
Just to exemplify the complexity of this correction, I would like to show to the
readers on the next figure. Completely reflective surfaces, like house facades along
the road cause an increased noise level in an open landscape. The effect can be
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calculated by adding a mirror image source of the road and then adding the noise
from the actual road and from the image road. This correction can be calculated
when we are interested in a small area (a village), or a specific area (a single house
near highway).

Figure 14. Geometry of single reflection case

The corrections presented in this section have not been used in the thesis
calculations because of the missing data or high calculation cost. Some of these
corrections could be introduced in the future when we calculate the noise for a
specific area in order to have a higher accuracy.

Chapter 3
Noise Assessment and Prediction as
GIS Application

3.1 Introduction- way and how I use GIS
For a better urban environment, it is important that an appropriate assessment be
made on the environmental impact of noise. Such environment assessment includes
geographical factors and environmental conditions, and it is important that the latter
be expressed in easily understood terms. This has been reached using GIS.
Nowadays the most common assessment for noise is the mapping and map
prediction in noisy areas. To predict the noise level in areas facing roads the use of
GIS is recommended as an assessment tool.
The most distinguished feature of GIS is that GIS can easily display data on a
map and connect and pull up target data by their attributes. These features in RoadTraffic-Noise GIS are summarized below.

Figure 15. My vision on GIS implementation for noise calculation
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According to my background and GIS knowledge‘s I present in Figure 15 my vision
on the process of the evolution for road traffic noise.
To estimate the noise level it is possible to apply the changes of environmental
conditions along the road such as traffic volume and buildings.
The present GIS process displays the inputted data and according with the later
decision make on method of noise calculation, which is realized only by basic
functions of GIS, can present different output utilization. Data exit (GIS provide
data in form of tables) can be use in noise prediction (e.g. use graphs), noise future
reduction implementation, health prediction, new house investments etc.
GIS maps can display the noise level and the achievement of environmental
quality standards of each residential building located along roads.
However, the development is indispensable for applying the GIS to the
examination of the measure to road traffic noise.

3.2 Methods of noise calculation
Some countries or regions have online programs for noise calculation, for example
in the introduction we presented such software for England. Similar calculators are
available for Australia or USA. In our case, because our project aimed to produce a
noise map for Skåne, Sweden we applied the Nordic Prediction Method that was
presented in the previous chapter.

3.2.1

GIS Applications and Tools

The modified Nordic Prediction Methods (as describe in chapter 2, modification
was made according to data) and analysis of the results was implemented in
ArcMap 9.2. In order to implement those calculations, I developed an extension of
existing GIS software packages.
The ArcMap software package was installed on my personal laptop, all the
calculation was performed also on my personal computer performance which
illustrate the minimum cost for performing noise calculation
ArcGIS Desktop
ArcGIS Desktop is a state-of-the art GIS software package developed by ESRI. The
software can be used in general GIS applications and can be extended easily via a
specific Application Interface (API). The API gives fine grain access to data stored
in shapes, and functionality to manipulate this data easily. Noise prediction models
rely heavily on geometry calculations and without such fine grain access to the
geometries of objects involved (roads, buildings, population, etc) it would have
been impossible to accurately calculate noise levels.
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The figures below illustrate two software packages, ArcMap and ArcScene used for
this project. These tools that GIS provide give us the possibility to do a better
visualization and calculation for different areas of interest.

Figure 16. ArcMap- a GIS tool for 2D

Figure 17. ArcScene - a GIS tool for
3D

The noise prediction method was implemented as an extension of ArcGIS Desktop.
The implementation has been coded in Visual Basic and uses the ArcGIS Desktop
API for data query and manipulation as you can see in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Extending ArcGIS with Visual Basic Macros

Input data
Lund University provided the computer data for Skåne region, including road maps,
vehicles count, population, buildings, etc. We will like to thank Lund University as
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without this data, this thesis would not have been possible. However, we also have
to say that the given data was incomplete and contained some inaccuracies which
we will describe in this section. The given computer data is introduced and we
present some of the problems we encountered when we used it in our noise
prediction software package.

3.2.2

Roads shape

Lund University provided a variety of shape files containing road data. They
contain all type of roads, highway, city roads but not private roads. The provided
data about the speed limits for roads was just partial. Because of this, my first step
was to integrate the available road data to obtain the missing speed limits.
For noise calculation, according to noise prediction method, some calculation
should be carried out using the real speed, not the speed limit. In this thesis the
speed limits are used.

3.2.3

Buildings shape

Buildings shape was provided on a single map. The map with buildings covers just
the Lund municipality (Kommun). The map contains the shape of the building and
its location. The data did not contain the building height. Because the high it is an
important factor in noise calculation, my supposition was that for all buildings the
high will be 9m. I chosen this height because most of buildings in Sweden do not
exceed 2 floors (and ground floor), and each floor standard it is under 3m high. If
data about building can be provided, will be an easier process to adjust the
calculation; just introducing it in the table associated with the building and the new
calculation can be carried.

3.2.4

Population shape

The population data is a sensitive subject because of the privacy issues involved.
The first request about this data from the Lund University was to sign a nondisclosure agreement. In the noise calculation, only the location of the population is
used. The rest of the data was not used.
In Sweden, the location of population is managed by the city department
according to zip code location, not building location. This non-concordance
between building and population location gives a new impediment for noise
calculation.
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3.3 Data quality
First step when you start a project in GIS will be the confrontation with data
quality.
Next I will exemplify few of my problems with data quality:
No data for some roads
Population outside buildings
No elevation for roads
No data for building heights
Roads intersect buildings
All these impediments must be resolved when one starts a project in GIS.
The missing roads data was easy to acquire because of multitude of existing
online maps for roads in Sweden.
The problem regarding population location was resolved by assigning the
population located outside buildings to the nearest building.
In the case of roads intersecting buildings, resolving the problem was not a
simply task. This problem was solved during the calculation, when the program
checks the distance from the roads to the building. In the case of intersection, the
distance is considered 2 m.

Population points
outside buildings

Figure 19. Data quality for
population

Roads overlap
with buildings

Figure 20. Data quality for buildings

The figures above show some examples of problems regarding data quality which
were solved during the thesis work.
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3.3.1

Assumption for missing data

Because the noise calculation needs more data than I received, I made the following
assumptions during my calculation:
Missing building heights – calculated from building area and population
count using this formula (of course if the building heights are provided, this
formula is not needed):
o If the population in the building is unknown then consider the
building height equal to 9m
o Else, ((population * 54m2)/building_area) * 3m. I assume here that
a person has 54m2 (including corridors, etc) for living. I multiply
the area for living with the number of persons in the building and
divide it by the building area to find out the number of floors. The
number of floors is then multiplied by 3m to find the height of the
building.
Missing number of vehicles – calculated as average of the existing road
data for a specific speed.
Missing terrain elevation and road gradients – ignored, the terrain and the
roads are considered to be flat.
Missing ground type data – approximated from road speed using this
formula:
o For roads with speed limit 50km/h I consider hard ground from the
road to the buildings and soft ground after the building
o For roads with speed limit >= 70km/h I consider soft ground from
the road to the building and after the building.

3.4 Tools for Noise Level Calculation
In this section we present the tools we developed in this project. Because of the
complexity of noise calculation and the time required to perform them, the tools
were constructed to be applicable for specific analyses. This specific analysis, the
steps for noise calculation, was all explicate in chapter 2.
The tools we developed are general and they can be applied to entire regions if
there is enough computing power available.
Tools are presented in the order of their complexity and their inputs and outputs
are graphically explained.
The results obtained by the tools are presented and explained in the next chapter.
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3.4.1

Tool 1 – Noise Calculation for Roads

This tool calculates:
Basic noise level
Tool 1 calculates noise levels for roads, easiest and the fastest tool we be
implemented. This is straightforward:
1. for each road segment calculate LAeq_mixed as a function of speed and the
number of heavy and light vehicles
2. save the LAeq_mixed in the Roads table as field L1
Because I only had the light/heavy vehicle numbers over 24h data available, we
needed to devise a method for approximation of the other roads. I applied the
following approximation:
1.
2.
3.

Calculate the basic noise levels for the roads we have data
Calculate the average basic noise level for the speed classes (30, 50, 70, 90,
110 km/h) from the step 1.
Apply the average to the rest of the roads for which we do not have
light/heavy vehicle numbers over 24h data. We do have the speed limits for
all the roads

After the tool is applied for displaying the results, one can convert the Roads shape
into a raster according to the noise level L1.

3.4.2

Tool 2 – Noise Calculation for Roads and Buildings

This tool calculates:
Distance correction
In the second tool we considered the position of the buildings and their distance
from the roads. The tool then applies the formula for noise attenuation with distance
to find the noise level at the building positions. The buildings are considered to be
points in this case. The calculated noise level is saved in a new table as a
NoiseLevel field, together with the id of the corresponding building.
Tool steps:
1. for each road segment and each building position, calculate the distance
between them
2. if the distance is less than 300 m apply the distance correction
3. save the resulting noise level in the BuildingNoise.dbf table
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To display the results one has to join the buildings shape with the BuildingNoise
table and generate a raster according to NoiseLevel. The raster can be merged with
the roads raster to display them together.

3.4.3

Tool 3 – Noise Calculation at generated observer points

This tool calculates the noise level with all the corrections that we could apply with
the provided data:
Distance correction
Angle of view correction
Screen and screen ground correction
Thick barrier correction
Integration of noise levels from multiple road segments
Corrections impossible to calculate due to missing data were:
Road gradient correction
Corrections due to reflections
Correction for side streets
Correction (barriers) due to terrain variations
The calculations performed by this tool are very heavy. Starting from the map view
extend this tool generates receiver (observer) points as show in Figure 21at
configurable distance from one another on X (stepX) and Y (stepY). The receiver
height is also configurable. For efficiency, the receiver points are generated only if
they are outside buildings and within 300m from any existing road in the map view
extend. For each point the tool performs the following steps:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

select the next road segment
construct the angle of view triangle given by the point and the road segment
if the angle of view triangle contains any buildings (obstruction) break the
road segment into 2 classes: a) Obstructed segments and b) Unobstructed
segments.
for unobstructed segments compute the noise level with the distance
correction and the angle of view correction (Figure 22)
for each obstructed segment calculate the new angle of view and construct
the angle of view bisector (Figure 23)
intersect the angle of view bisector with the buildings exiting on the its path
and construct points at the intersection
fetch each building height from the building table and construct the thick
barrier
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8. apply the distance correction, the thick barrier correction the screen
correction, the screen ground correction and the angle of view correction to
the basic noise level.
9. integrate all the resulted noise levels for obstructed and unobstructed
segments into the final noise level for that road segment.
10. save the noise level together with the receiver point in NoiseObserverPoints
shape.
11. generate the next receiver point and go to step 1.
Some of the steps performed by the tool are presented below.

Figure 21. Generated observer points each 2m
on X and Y

Figure 22. Unobstructed angle
of view and its bisector

The tool displays messages in the VBA console to let the user know how long the
current execution is going to last. The execution can be interrupted by pressing
Ctrl+BREAK.
pt: 000435/4816.8, AvrgTimeOnePt:0.38sec,
x:1336726.3, y:6177580.8, L_Aeq:69.6
pt: 000436/4816.8, AvrgTimeOnePt:0.39sec,
x:1336728.3, y:6177580.8, L_Aeq:68.7
pt: 000437/4816.8, AvrgTimeOnePt:0.39sec,
x:1336730.3, y:6177580.8, L_Aeq:68.1
pt: 000438/4816.8, AvrgTimeOnePt:0.39sec,
x:1336732.3, y:6177580.8, L_Aeq:68.3
pt: 000439/4816.8, AvrgTimeOnePt:0.39sec,
x:1336734.3, y:6177580.8, L_Aeq:63.5

timeToEnd:00.4661h,
timeToEnd:00.4703h,
timeToEnd:00.4729h,
timeToEnd:00.4742h,
timeToEnd:00.4742h,
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Figure 24. All angle of view for all
roads segments for one point

Figure 23. Obstructed angle of view
and its bisector

One way to display the results of the tool is to change the colors of the receiver
points (observer points) according to the noise level. (Figure 25)
A better way to display the results of the tool is to integrate the
NoiseObserverPoints shape using interpolation (for example the IDW interpolation)
and generate a raster. (Figure 26)
IDW Interpolated Noise Levels for Observer Points
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Figure 26. IDW Interpolated noise level
for observer points

To calculate the noise for the 4800 receiver points (each 2m on X and Y) in the area
it takes about 40 minutes.

160
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As one can see, there are a lot of calculations performed by this tool. The main time
spent by the tool for one point is to calculate the intersection of the angle of view
with the buildings for the application of the thick/thin barrier correction. On my
computer the calculation of the noise level for one point it takes between 0.30 to 2
seconds, heavily depending on the complexity of the geometrical sub-problem for
calculation of thick/thin screen correction. Without real computing power this tool
cannot be applied for large zones. The tool could be further developed to be more
efficient, but this is outside the scope of this thesis. One straightforward idea for
speeding up calculations is to adapt the implementation code of the tools to Visual
Basic.NET or even better to Visual C#. We believe this would achieve some
speedups as the code would be heavily optimized by the compiler.
As a remark we can mention that this tool could be used to calculate noise levels
in 3D by invoking it with various receiver heights. This tool is actually invoked
from Tool 6 to calculate 3D noise levels.
Population as Observer Points

Population as Observer Points
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Figure 27. Population as observer
points with roads

3.4.4
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Figure 28. Population as observer
points with extra detail

Tool 4 – Noise calculation with population as receiver
points

This tool performs the same calculations as Tool 3, but considers the population as
receiver points (Figure 27). There are additional steps to handle the fact that the
population is inside the buildings and the angle of view bisector, when intersected
with the buildings would generate more points than needed.
Some of the population data is placed outside the buildings, and because of that
those points are exposed to higher noise levels.

160
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3.4.5

Tool 5 – Noise calculation at building façades

This tool buffer each building by a given distance, then generates observer points
on each segment of the buffer polygon. The density of the generated observer points
on each segment is configurable. Also, receiver points are not generated if they are
contained by any other building.
Using this tool one can calculate the noise level at the building facades. The
same calculations as in Tool 3 are performed.
Displaying of the noise at building facades can be done as in figure below.
Noise Levels at Building Facades
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Figure 29. Noise Levels at Building Façade

3.4.6

Tool 6 – Noise calculation for different receiver heights

This tool calculates the noise in 3D. The user provides an interval for the receiver
height and a stepZ to sample the interval. The tool then invokes Tool 3 with
receiver height within the given interval and a shape Noise3DObserverPoints is
generated, where besides the noise level, the height of the observer is saved.
The 3D noise levels cannot be displayed in ArcMap, which is only 2D, but they
can be displayed very well in ArcScene. In the appendix I display each generated
noise surfaces one on top of the other using transparency.
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observer heights
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Figure 31. 3D noise levels -IDW
interpolated 2D

One way to display the 3D noise levels is to interpolate them in 2D. In the results
chapter we will show other ways to display the 3D noise levels using ArcScene
which is a 3D GIS component of ArcGIS.
Another way to display the 3D Noise Levels is to interpolate the noise at each
height and then display the interpolated surfaces at their height using transparency.
The result of such operation is displayed in figure below.

Figure 32. 3D Noise IDW interpolated at each height and displayed.
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Tool 7 – Population exposure to noise

3.4.7

This tool gathers the results obtained by Tool 4 and generates a table with
population exposure to noise. The classification of the population exposure to noise
by sex, age and count within given dB(A) intervals can be obtained using SQL
queries.
There are several ways to display such data. I imported them in an MS Access
database and wrote SQL queries to import the data in MS Excel. The queries to
classify the population exposure to noise into noise level classes look like:
select
select
select
select
select
select

count(*)from
count(*)from
count(*)from
count(*)from
count(*)from
count(*)from

pop
pop
pop
pop
pop
pop

where
where
where
where
where
where

NoiseLevel<30;
NoiseLevel>=30
NoiseLevel>=40
NoiseLevel>=50
NoiseLevel>=60
NoiseLevel>=70

and
and
and
and
and

NoiseLevel
NoiseLevel
NoiseLevel
NoiseLevel
NoiseLevel

<
<
<
<
<

40;
50;
60;
70;
80;

Of course, one could write queries for classification of population with regards to
age, sex, etc, which is what we did to obtain various result data. The result data is
presented in the results chapter.
Noise Prediction - Noise DecreaseDdue to barriers
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Figure 33. Noise levels before
applying barrier
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Figure 34. Noise levels after applying
barrier

3.5 Noise prediction
Noise prediction is supported by any of the presented tools as only the input shapes
are modified adding additional possible barrier. One could generate the noise map
before and after a barrier or road is added to the input shapes and then compare
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them to predict the future noise levels. Using map algebra the before noise raster
could subtracted from the after noise raster, given the exact impact of the planned
constructions.
As an example, study the noise level given before (Figure 33) and after (Figure
34) the application of noise barriers to see the decrease in noise exposure.
One can clearly see that before the application of noise barriers, the top left
building has a sound pressure level of 66 dB(A). After the application of 2m high
noise barriers (selected in the picture above), the noise levels were decreased to 43
dB(A).

Chapter 4

Results

In this chapter we present our results, analyze and explain them.

4.1 Noise Maps
Lund is a really compact town with narrow streets. The buildings usually are not
very high which means that they are not a very effective barrier against traffic
noise. The high noise levels are passing the first row of houses and are reaching the
second row. Because the streets are narrow sound barriers cannot be applied, mostly
for the center city.

4.1.1 Noise levels on Roads
The results of Tool 1 are discussed in this section. Tool 1 calculates the basic noise
levels for each road section.
The minimum, average and maximum of basic noise levels for the roads we do
have all the data is presented below.
There are several ways of displaying basic noise levels for roads, and one of
them is to use different colors. The result for Skåne region is shown in figure below.
The noise map for region Skåne it is hard to interpret because area shown it is big,
the details for different level of noise cannot be clear visualized, but this picture
shown the potential of my tool to calculate the noise for a big region. For better
visualization I present Figure 37
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Figure 35. Road Basic Noise Levels as a function of speed and light/heavy vehicles.
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Figure 37. Basic noise level for
roads in Lund town

In the following I go to a smaller detail, to Lund municipality. The basic noise
levels calculated regarding roads speed limits and volume traffic in the Lund
municipality is presented above.

6 Kilome
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Another way to display the basic noise level for the Lund municipality is to go 3D.
In the following figure we display such data.

²

Road Noise Levels
Lund Detail
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Figure 38. 3D view of basic noise
level for Lund municipality

Figure 39. Detail of Basic noise level

One can go to even further detail, and display the basic noise level for roads in
Lund town. The figure below shows such detail.
With GIS software is easy to go to even more detailed zoom. The Lund town
Detailed zone is presented below. Also, we used a fly picture from Eniro that we
projected on the Lund map to achieve a better view. Aligning a picture with GIS
data is not easy, we needed about 30 steps of shifting, rotating and scaling of picture
to be able to align it with our GIS data.
The figures below presents the 3D view of basic noise level for roads in Lund
town and also the noise level calculated at the population points.

Figure 40. Details of noise level for roads and population
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4.1.2 Noise levels with population as receiver points
Tool 4 was applied to calculate the noise levels at the population location. We only
had population data from 2001 for Lund municipality, and because of that we
cannot present the results for all Skåne. Various results, presented in different 2D
and 3D display modes are shown below and also to the appendix.

Figure 41. Detail of 3D View of Noise Levels for Lund Population

4.1.3 Noise levels for building facades
There are no general results for the building facades as this is a local noise analysis.
In the figure below we present a detail of building façade noise calculation.
Noise Levels at Building Facades
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Figure 42. Detail of Noise Levels at Building Façades
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4.1.4 Noise levels at different receiver heights
We applied Tool 6 for a local analysis of noise levels. The results we obtained are
presented below using various displaying modes.

Figure 43. Observer each 2x2x2 - 160mX116mX20m - 20% transparency

4.2 Noise impact on population
In this section we present the noise impact on Lund municipality population. The
population data we had was from 2002 and contains 99058 persons.

Figure 44. 3D Detailed View of Population Exposure to Noise
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4.2.1 Affected population
The following table contains the noise levels for the entire population points:
99057. We presented the noise levels data classified in noise level intervals. The
population is also classified according to sex and age. The results are detailed
below.
Population Exposure to Noise
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Figure 45. Population Exposure to Noise
Male/Female Exposure to Noise
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Figure 46. Population (Male/Female) exposure to Noise
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Present here the affected population by age. Also present here the affected
population that suffers from a noise exposure of more than 55 db(A) that the
legislation enforces.
This chapter presented our thesis results. We have shown different views of
calculated noise levels for roads, population, areas and so on. We believe that our
results are solid.

Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

For any work, conclusions are one of the important parts of the thesis. In this
section I reiterate the main contributions of the thesis.
The aim of this thesis was to produce a GIS tool which can calculate traffic noise
levels in the Skåne region, Sweden. Calculators for noise traffic level exist but they
are commercial or they cannot calculate noise maps for large regions.
The thesis work implemented a tool that generates noise maps based on the
available mathematical equations from Nordic Prediction Method for Roads Noise
calculation.
Other software systems like SoundPlan, are commercial tools built to calculate
traffic noise level. Usually, these commercial tools are very expensive. The tools
also have limitations. Usually, just a small region of the city can be calculated by
SoundPlan.
The motivation of this thesis was to develop a software system that can calculate
the noise levels for big regions, such as Skåne. As far as I know the system I
developed is the only available for noise calculation implemented as an ArcMap
extension.
The thesis goal was achieved as it was possible to calculate the noise level for
the entire Skåne region in the GIS environment and in a suitable way (Figure 36).
The map in it‘s printed version don‘t give a clear picture due to the scale but the
underlying GIS layer provide the detailed noise calculation results also for small
areas. Also, after the calculation, the GIS tool provides a table with noise level on
all roads. The ArcMap GIS tool can enlarge (zoom in) into areas of interest.
Seven tools were implemented to analyze noise levels varying from entire
regions like Skåne to several streets detail. I have also shown that our tools can be
applied in noise prediction.
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Because of limited data, my calculations are more detailed for the town of Lund.
However, the implemented tools are general and if they are provided with
additional data they can accurately calculate noise levels for new areas.
Regarding accuracy questions: none of the software tools to calculate noise
levels gives absolute accurate results; they are based on predictions and
mathematical models created by measuring the real noise levels in different
situations. However, the calculations performed by the tools were verified using the
Nordic Prediction Noise graphs which give the results for a range of parameters.
A 100% accurate noise calculation can be made just via statistical selected
places for measurements during different hours and periods (seasons). Even with
this problem of accuracy, and the missing data for all corrections, my calculation
can be used for an overview of traffic noise problems in any areas (and the model is
verified for Lund), and can also be used in noise prevention (see the example where
I calculate the noise attenuation before and after introducing a noise barrier).
As the summary of my thesis, I have shown that the population in Lund is
affected by higher level of noise than the 55 dB(A) which legislation enforces.
As future work, was suggested to upgrade the Nordic Perdition Method from
1996 that was used to the newest prediction method. I also plan to optimize the
noise calculation tools so that they can be applied to entire regions using normal
computing power.

Appendix

5.1 Noise levels at building locations

Figure 47. Noise level (Basic) for buildings
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Figure 48. Noise for buildings and roads
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5.2 Noise levels at programmatic receiver (observer)
points

Figure 49. Noise map with observer points at each 10m on X and Y, IDW
interpolated.
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Figure 50. 3D View of Noise Level for Population of Lund municipality

Figure 51. Noise Levels for Population in dB(A)
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5.3 Noise levels with population as receiver points

Figure 52. 3D view of noise for population of Lund town
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Figure 53. A detail of 3D view of noise with Population as Receiver Points

Figure 54. Noise Level 3D Detail with Projected Fly Picture
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5.4 Noise levels for building facades

Figure 55. Noise Levels for Generated Observer Points each 2m on X, Y and Z
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Figure 56. IDW Interpolation of 3D Noise
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Figure 57. 3D Noise – 10 Noise surfaces IDW Interpolated on the same Z
(displayed at each 2 m in [1.5, 19.5] on Z).
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Figure 58. 3D Noise Level with 70% transparency, view from below
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Figure 59. 3D Noise Level with 70% transparency, view from above
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Figure 60. Various details of Noise Levels calculated at 3D Observer Points
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5.5 Implementation source
The Visual Source code for the class Noise that contains all the functions needed to
calculate the LAeq. The code follows the equations from Nordic Prediction Method
closely.
' Florentina Farcas [florentina.farcas@gmail.com]
' Prediction Method for Road Traffic Noise
' Part 2: Background Revised 1996
' Visual Basic option which specify that variables should be declared
Option Explicit
' Other constants
Const hardGround As Integer = 0
Const softGround As Integer = 1
Public Function GetNormalDistance(x0 As Double, y0 As Double, x1 As Double, y1 As
Double, x2 As Double, y2 As Double)
GetNormalDistance = Abs((x2 - x1) * (y1 - y0) - (x1 - x0) * (y2 - y1)) /
(Sqr((x2 - x1) ^ 2 + (y2 - y1) ^ 2))
End Function
Public Function L_Aeq(ByVal Lg_Sum_L_Aeq_i As Double)
' eq 2.83, page 32. Adding noise contributions from different road sections.
' L_Aeq = 10 * Lg (Sum from 1 to n of 10 ^ (L_Aeq_i / 10#))
' because the sum of each road section contribution can
' exceed the available Double range:
'
-1.79769313486231E308 to -4.94065645841247E-324 for negative values;
'
4.94065645841247E-324 to 1.79769313486232E308 for positive values.
' we need to handle this equation in a different manner:
L_Aeq = 10# * Lg_Sum_L_Aeq_i
End Function
' eq 2.2, page 6
' L_Aeq = L_Aeq_10m + deltaL_AV + deltaL_MS + deltaL_0 + deltaL_F
Public Function L_Aeq_i( _
L1_given As Double, _
v As Double, N_light As Double, N_heavy As Double, T As Double, _
a As Double, b As Double, _
h_m As Double, h_b As Double, h_v As Double, _
d_1 As Double, d_2 As Double, d As Double, e As Double, alpha As Double) As
Double
Dim
Dim
Dim
deltaL5
Dim

groundTypeFromScreenToReciever As Integer
groundTypeFromRoadToScreen As Integer
L1 As Double, deltaL2 As Double, deltaL3 As Double, deltaL4 As Double,
As Double, deltaL_F As Double
d_1_ts As Double

' if L1_given > 0#, then will not be calculated on the fly
If L1_given > 0 Then
L1 = L1_given
Else ' calculate L1
L1 = L_Aeq_10m_mixed(v, N_light, N_heavy, T) ' eq 2.3, page 6
End If
' distance correction
deltaL2 = deltaL_AV(a, h_m, h_b)
' eq 2.4, page 7
' screen and screen ground correction
If (v > 50#) Then
groundTypeFromRoadToScreen = softGround
groundTypeFromScreenToReciever = softGround
Else ' v <= 50
groundTypeFromRoadToScreen = hardGround
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groundTypeFromScreenToReciever = softGround
End If
If (d_1 > 0# And d_2 > 0#) Then
deltaL3 = deltaL_MS(d_1, d_2, h_v, h_m, h_b, groundTypeFromScreenToReciever,
groundTypeFromRoadToScreen) ' eq 2.5, page 7
Else
deltaL3 = deltaL_M(d, h_m, h_b, groundTypeFromRoadToScreen)
End If
' other corrections
If (d_1 > 0# And d_2 > 0#) Then
d = d_1 + d_2
d_1_ts = d_1 - e
deltaL4 = deltaL_o(alpha, d, d_1_ts, e, h_v, h_m, h_b, a, b) ' eq 2.6, page
7
Else
deltaL4 = 0#
If (alpha > 0#) Then
deltaL4 = deltaL4 + deltaL_alpha(alpha)
End If
If (a > b) Then
deltaL4 = deltaL4 + deltaL_ka(a, b, h_m, h_b)
End If
End If
' facade sound insulation
' we ignore the facade sound insulation!
' if needed one could calculate it using equations from 2.7, page 30
' deltaL_F = 0#
' deltaL5 = deltaL_F ' eq 2.7, page 7
' eq 2.8, page 7
L_Aeq_i = L1 + deltaL2 + deltaL3 + deltaL4 ' + deltaL5
End Function
Private Function L_Aeq_10m_light(v As Double, N_light As Double, T As Double) As
Double
' first, calculate L_AE_10_light as a function of v
' v is the speed
' eq 2.21, page 9
If (N_light > 0) Then
If v >= 40# Then
L_AE_10m_light = 73.5 + 25# * Lg(v / 50#) ' for v >= 40km/h
Else ' v < 40
L_AE_10m_light = 71.1 ' for 30km/h <= v < 40 km/h
End If
Else ' !!CHECK THIS!! if we do not have any vehicle information, approximate as
a function of speed!
If v >= 40# Then
L_AE_10m_light = 50# + 25# * Lg(v / 50#) ' for v >= 40km/h
Else ' v < 40
L_AE_10m_light = 40# ' for 30km/h <= v < 40 km/h
End If
End If
' v is the speed
' N_light is the number of light vehicles during time T in seconds
' T is the analysis time, 24h in seconds
' eq 2.17, page 8
If (N_light > 0) Then
L_Aeq_10m_light = L_AE_10m_light + 10# * Lg(N_light / T)
Else
L_Aeq_10m_light = L_AE_10m_light
End If
End Function
Private Function L_Aeq_10m_heavy(v As Double, N_heavy As Double, T As Double) As
Double
' first, calculate L_AE_10_heavy as a function of v
' v is the speed
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' eq 2.24, page 9
If (N_heavy > 0) Then
If v >= 50 Then
L_AE_10m_heavy = 80.5 + 30# * Lg(v / 50#) ' for 50km/h <= v <= 90 km/h
Else ' v < 50
L_AE_10m_heavy = 80.5 ' for 30km/h <= v <= 50 km/h
End If
Else ' !!CHECK THIS!! if we do not have any vehicle information, approximate as
a function of speed!
If v >= 50# Then
L_AE_10m_heavy = 60# + 30# * Log(Speed / 50#) / Log(10#)
Else
L_AE_10m_heavy = 50#
End If
End If
' v is the speed
' N_heavy is the number of heavy vehicles during time T in seconds
' T is the analysis time, 24h in seconds
' eq 2.18, page 8
If (N_heavy > 0) Then
L_Aeq_10m_heavy = L_AE_10m_heavy + 10# * Lg(N_heavy / T)
Else
L_Aeq_10m_heavy = L_AE_10m_heavy
End If
End Function
Private Function L_Aeq_10m_mixed(v As Double, N_light As Double, N_heavy As Double,
T As Double) As Double
' v is the speed
' N_light is the number of light vehicles during time T in seconds
' N_heavy is the number of heavy vehicles during time T in seconds
' T is the analysis time, 24h in seconds
' eq 2.19, page 8
L_Aeq_10m_mixed = 10# * Lg(10# ^ (L_Aeq_10m_light(v, N_light, T) / 10#) + 10# ^
(L_Aeq_10m_heavy(v, N_heavy, T) / 10#))
' L_Aeq_10m_mixed = L1
End Function
' Distance correction
Private Function deltaL_AV(a As Double, h_m As Double, h_b As Double) As Double
' eq 2.34, page 16
' where:
' a
= the distance along the normal to the road
' h_m = the height of the receiver
' h_b = is the height of the road
deltaL_AV = -10# * Lg(Sqr(a ^ 2 + (h_m - h_b - 0.5) ^ 2) / 10#)
End Function
' ground correction to be applied only if 0m <= h_b <= 1.5m
Private Function deltaL_M(ByVal d As Double, ByVal h_m As Double, ByVal h_b As
Double, ByVal groundType As Integer) As Double
' make sure we can apply this method!
If (h_b >= 0# And h_b <= 1.5) Then ' ok to use this method
Dim sigma As Double, d_prime As Double
' eq 2.37, page 17
' where:
' d
= distance of calculation (m) along the plane of reflection
' h_b = height (m) of the elevated road to the plane of reflection
' h_m = height (m) of the receiver relative to the plane of reflection
If (h_m < 2#) Then ' h_m < 2m
h_m = 2#
End If
d_prime = d * 10# ^ (-0.3 * h_b)
sigma = d_prime / (10 * h_m)
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' eq 2.36, page 17
If (groundType = hardGround) Then ' hard ground
deltaL_M = 0
ElseIf (groundType = softGround) Then ' soft ground
If (sigma > 1) Then
deltaL_M = -6# * Lg(sigma ^ 2 / (1# + 0.01 * sigma) ^ 2)
Else ' sigma <= 1
deltaL_M = 0#
End If
End If
Else ' not ok to use this method
MsgBox "Warning: The equation 2.36 can be applied only if 0m <= h_b <= 1.5m
but h_m given was:" & CStr(h_b) & "! deltaL_M will be set to 0."
deltaL_M = 0
End If
End Function
' screen and screen ground correction deltaL_MS
Private Function deltaL_MS( _
ByVal d_1 As Double, ByVal d_2 As Double, ByVal h_v As Double, ByVal h_m As
Double, ByVal h_b As Double, _
ByVal groundTypeFromScreenToReceiver As Integer, ByVal
groundTypeFromRoadToScreen As Integer) As Double
Dim x As Double, z As Double, sigma As Double
Dim h_e As Double, d_2_prime As Double
Dim deltaL_vs As Double, deltaL_MS_0 As Double, deltaL_MS_minus5 As Double
Dim delta_L_m As Double ' ground correction behind the screen
Dim deltaL_s As Double ' screeen correction
' eq 2.39, page 18
' where:
' h_e = effective screen height, the height of the top of the screen above the
line from the source to the receiver
' h_v = the height of the top of the screen above the plane of reflection on the
receiver side
' h_m = the height of the receiver above the plane of reflection on the receiver
side
' d_1 = the distance of calculation from the screen to the center line of the
road
' d_2 = the distance of calculation from the screen to the receiver
h_e = ((h_v - h_m) * d_1 + (h_v - h_b - 0.5) * d_2) / Sqr((d_1 + d_2) ^ 2 + (h_m
- h_b - 0.5) ^ 2)
' eq 2.40, page 18
If (d_2 >= d_1) Then
If (d_2 < 30#) Then
d_2 = 30#
End If
If (d_2 / d_1 > 20#) Then
d_1 = 0.05 * d_2
End If
Else ' d_2 < d_1
If (d_1 < 30#) Then
d_1 = 30#
End If
If (d_1 / d_2 > 20#) Then
d_2 = 0.05 * d_1
End If
End If
' where x = the screen parameter
x = 1.1 * h_e * Sqr((d_2 + d_1) / d_1 * d_2)
' eq 2.41
If (x >= 2.4) Then
deltaL_s = -25#
ElseIf (x >= 0# And x <= 2.4) Then
deltaL_s = -5# - -10# * Lg(1 + x + 17 * (x ^ 2))
ElseIf (x >= -0.33 And x < 0#) Then
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deltaL_s = -5# * -10# + Lg(1 - x + 17 * (x ^ 2))
End If
If (x < 0.33) Then
deltaL_s = 0#
End If
' eq 2.42, page 19
If (deltaL_s <= 18#) Then
z = 1#
ElseIf (deltaL_s > -18# And deltaL_s <= -5#) Then
z = (-deltaL_s - 5) / 13#
ElseIf (deltaL_s > 5#) Then
z = 0#
End If
' eq 2.43, page 19
If (groundTypeFromScreenToReceiver = softGround) Then
' eq 2.44, page 20
' where:
' h_v = the height (m) of the top of the screen above the plane of
reflection on the receiver side
' h_m = the height (m) of the receiver relative to the plane of reflection
' z
= parameter describing the cange of noise spectrum due to screening
' d_2 = distance of calculation (m) between the screen and the receiver
along the plane of reflection
If (h_v > 4#) Then
h_v = 4#
End If
d_2_prime = d_2 * 10# ^ (-0.3 * h_v)
If (h_m >= 2#) Then ' h_m >= 2m
sigma = d_2_prime / (10# * h_m)
ElseIf (h_m < 2#) Then ' h_m < 2m
h_m = 0#
sigma = 0# ' sigma = d_2_prime / (10# * h_m) ' ????!!!
End If
' eq 2.43, page 19
If (sigma >= 1#) Then
delta_L_m = -5# * Lg((sigma ^ 2) / (1# + 0.01 * (sigma ^ 2)))
ElseIf (sigma >= 0.3 And sigma < 1#) Then
delta_L_m = -4# * z * Lg(sigma)
ElseIf (sigma > 0.1 And sigma < 0.3) Then
delta_L_m = 2# * z - 4# * z * Lg(0.3 / sigma)
ElseIf (sigma <= 0.1) Then
delta_L_m = 0#
End If
End If
' eq 2.45, page 20
If (groundTypeFromScreenToReceiver = hardGround) Then
' h_m = the height (m) of the receiver relative to the plane of reflection
' z
= parameter describing the cange of noise spectrum due to screening
' d_2 = distance of calculation (m) between the screen and the receiver
along the plane of reflection
If (h_v > 4) Then
h_v = 4#
End If
If (h_m >= 2#) Then ' h_m >= 2m
sigma = d_2 / (10# * h_m)
ElseIf (h_m < 2) Then ' h_m < 2m
h_m = 0#
sigma = 0# ' sigma = d_2 / (10# * h_m) ' ????!!!
End If
' eq 2.45, page 20
If (sigma > 10#) Then
delta_L_m = 5 * z
ElseIf (sigma >= 0.2 And sigma <= 10#) Then
delta_L_m = 3# * z * Lg(sigma) + 2# * z
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ElseIf (sigma < 0.2) Then
delta_L_m = 0#
End If
End If
If (groundTypeFromRoadToScreen = hardGround) Then
' eq 2.38, page 18
deltaL_MS = deltaL_s + delta_L_m
ElseIf (groundTypeFromRoadToScreen = softGround) Then
' if the receiver is BELOW the line through the source and the
' top of the barrier means that h_e is less than zero
If (h_e > 0#) Then
' eq 2.46, page 20
' deltaL_vs is the ground correction between the road and a receiver
position at the top of the screen
deltaL_vs = deltaL_M(d_1, h_v, h_b, softGround)
deltaL_MS = deltaL_s + deltaL_vs + delta_L_m
ElseIf (h_e <= 0#) Then
' if the receiver is ABOVE the line through the source and the
' top of the barrier means that h_e is bigger than zero
If (deltaL_s = 0#) Then
' eq 2.47, page 20
deltaL_MS_0 = deltaL_M(d_1 + d_2, h_m, h_b, softGround)
deltaL_MS = deltaL_MS_0
ElseIf (deltaL_s = -5#) Then
deltaL_vs = deltaL_M(d_1, h_v, h_b, softGround)
deltaL_MS_minus5 = -5# + deltaL_vs + delta_L_m
deltaL_MS = deltaL_MS_minus5
ElseIf (deltaL_s > -5# And deltaL_s < 0#) Then
' eq 2.48, page 20
deltaL_MS_0 = deltaL_M(d_1 + d_2, h_m, h_b, softGround)
deltaL_MS_minus5 = -5# + deltaL_vs + delta_L_m
deltaL_MS = deltaL_MS_0 + (deltaL_s / 5#) * (deltaL_MS_0 deltaL_MS_minus5)
End If
End If
End If
End Function
' other corrections: deltaL_alpha = correction for angle of view
Private Function deltaL_alpha(alpha As Double) As Double
' eq 2.51, page 22
deltaL_alpha = 10# * Lg(alpha / 180#) ' alpha in degrees
End Function
' other corrections: deltaL_ts = correction for thick screen
Private Function deltaL_ts(d As Double, d_1 As Double, e As Double, h_v As Double,
h_m As Double, h_b As Double) As Double
Dim V_s As Double, V_m As Double, u As Double, k As Double, delta_L_ts As Double
' eq 2.52, page 24, note: arctan is in degrees
' where:
' h_v = the height of the top of the screen above the plane of reflection on the
receiver side
' h_m = the height of the receiver above the plane of the reflection on the
receiver side
' h_b = the height of the road surface above the plane of reflection on the
receiver side
' d
= the distance of calculation from the receiver to the center line of the
road
' d_1 = the distance of calculation from the nearest screen edge to the center
line of the road
' e
= the thickness of the screen measured in the vertical plane defined by
the distance of calculation
V_s = (180# / GetPi()) * Atn((h_v - h_b - 0.5) / d_1)
' V_s >= 0, theta_k = 90
degrees + V_s
V_m = (180# / GetPi()) * Atn((h_v - h_m) / (d - d_1 - e)) ' V_m >= 0, theta_m =
90 degrees + V_m
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u = (3.5 + V_s + V_m - Sqr(100# + V_s ^ 2# + V_m ^ 2# - 1.6 * V_s * V_m + 7# *
(V_s + V_m))) / 18#
k = 11# - 10# ^ ((6# - u) / 6#)
delta_L_ts = -k * Lg(2.2 * (e - 0.05)) ' alpha in degrees
If (delta_L_ts > 0#) Then
deltaL_ts = 0#
Else
deltaL_ts = delta_L_ts
End If
End Function
' other corrections: deltaL_ka = correction for short distance to the road
Private Function deltaL_ka(a As Double, b As Double, h_m As Double, h_b As Double)
As Double
Dim V_s As Double, V_m As Double, u As Double, k As Double, delta_L_ts As Double
' eq 2.54, page 25, note: arctan is in degrees
' where:
' h_m = the height of the receiver above the plane of the reflection on the
receiver side
' h_b = the height of the road surface above the plane of reflection on the
receiver side
' a
= the distance along the normal from the receiver to the road center line
' b
= half the distance between the outer boundaries of the outer lanes
If (a > b And a < 2# * b) Then
deltaL_ka = 10# * Lg((1# / (2# * b)) * Sqr(a ^ 2 + (h_m - h_b - 0.5) ^ 2) *
_
Log((a + b + Sqr((a + b) ^ 2 + (h_m - h_b - 0.5) ^ 2)) / _
(a - b + Sqr((a - b) ^ 2 + (h_m - h_b - 0.5) ^ 2))))
Else
deltaL_ka = 0#
End If
End Function
' other corrections
Private Function deltaL_o(alpha As Double, _
d As Double, d_1 As Double, e As Double, h_v As Double, h_m As Double, h_b As
Double, _
a As Double, b As Double) As Double
Dim deltaL_st, deltaL_r, deltaL_mg, deltaL_MS, deltaL_g, deltaL_b As Double
' eq 2.50, page 21
' where:
' deltaL_alpha = correction for angle of view
' deltaL_ts
= correction for thick screen
' deltaL_ka
= correction for short distance to the road
' we don't consider the corrections below
' deltaL_st
= correction for road gradient
' deltaL_r
= correction for reflection from a single surface
' deltaL_mg
= correction for multiple reflections between buildings
' deltaL_ms
= correction for multiple reflections in side streets
' deltaL_g
= correction for multiple reflections in court yards
' deltaL_b
= correction for screening and scattering among detached houses
deltaL_o = deltaL_alpha(alpha) + deltaL_ts(d, d_1, e, h_v, h_m, h_b) +
deltaL_ka(a, b, h_m, h_b)
' + deltaL_st + deltaL_r + deltaL_mg + deltaL_MS + deltaL_g + deltaL_b
End Function
' the real logarithm function
Public Function Lg(Number As Double)
Lg = Log(Number) / Log(10)
End Function
' the real logarithm function
Public Function GetPi() As Double
GetPi = 4# * Atn(1#)
End Functio
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